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Control Troll Comfort etc., incl. frame - Roller shutter
control flush mounted 5625-UW

Rademacher
5625-UW
36500012
4031909018885 EAN/GTIN

78,95 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Troll Comfort uws control, incl. frame 5625-UW Composition of basic element with operating top unit, integrated timer, with brightness sensor connection, with astro program,
extension input, with memory function, random number generator, flush-mounted type of installation, material plastic, material quality thermoplastic, halogen-free, surface
untreated, Design of the surface matt, color white, suitable for degree of protection (IP) IP30, max. switching capacity 900W, power reserve 8h, nominal voltage 230V,
frequency 50 ... 50Hz, type of fastening screw fastening, the Troll Comfort motor control is a timer for controlling tubular motors. It is the successor to the Comfort model from
the RADEMACHER 2625 and 2645 series. The new Troll Comfort timer has a modern design with a large, illuminated display with contrast adjustment and is supplied in white
including the frame. It has an installation assistant and offers extensive automatic functions, such as the random function, the day/week/weekend and astro program. The
ventilation and sun position can be freely selected. A simple approach to intermediate positions is also possible. The summer/winter time changeover takes place automatically
and a key lock can be set to prevent unintentional operation. In addition, the Comfort time switch offers a blind function that can be used to set automatic reversing or jog mode,
as well as a light function that can be used to switch lights. Sun/twilight control is possible with the sun/twilight sensor available as an accessory. This control has an integrated
blockage detection for mechanical tubular motors. It protects the frozen roller shutter from damage thanks to the switch-off. The Troll Comfort timer has two external inputs that
can be used for group or central control. The control is designed in accordance with DIN 49075 and can be integrated into all common switch programs using intermediate
frames. The supply voltage is 230 V, 50-60 Hz and is assigned to protection class II. In stand-by it consumes approx. 0.3 W. The controller has permanent data storage (8
hours) in the event of a power failure. It can be operated at 0 to 40 °C and the switching capacity is 8 A resistive load, 4 A inductive load. The control panel has the dimensions
50x50x12 mm (LxWxH) and the installation depth is 32 mm.
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